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Dynamically broken gauge theories of electrcweak interactions provide a 

natural mechanism for generating CP violation. Even if all vacuum angles 

are unobservable, strong CP violation is not automatically avoided. In the 

absenca of strong CP violation, the neutron electric dipole moment is ex

pected to be of order 10*^*ecm.
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ABSTRACT





ta thin ictt*r, ve show that there I# a natural mechanism for gen*r*t- 
iag CP violation in dynamically broken electroweak gauge theories. Our 
proposal ycqttirM no nev gauge interactions beyond thosa discussed pre
viously. *** Spoatatttoa* CP violation can appear when we carry out Dashen'a* 
procedure to identify the correct chiral vacant*. Whether CP violation 
occur* is determined in principal by only the gauge group and the fermioa 
representation content of the theory.

These theories have no elementary scalar fields and no fermion bare 
masse*. Even though there are no observable vacuum angles,* strong CP 
violation*is not automatically avoided.* We state A criterion for the 
abseace of strong CP violation: if tt ia satisfied, CP violating phases
in the quark m.tss Matrix arc naturally suppressed by a factor of order 10"*. 
Additional CP violation appears ia the electrowcak interaction and in the 
gauge interaction responsible for chiral *ŷ *-rry breaking. We predict 
that th" electric dipole went of the neutron ia of order 10*^ccm.

In a theory of weak interactions without elementary scalar fields, 
a new gauge interaction*"*(**hypcrcolor", with gattge group Ĉ ) ia required, 
in addition to the familiar color (Ĉ .-S0(3)) and electrowcak (C^*SU(2)
 ̂C(l)) interactions. Rypercolor becomcs a strong interaction at a mass 
scale *g*l TeV, and drives the breaking of <7̂ down to U(l)^.

A theory with gauge group t^x^xC^alttne cannot be realistic. A "tfide- 
ways" interaction** (with group ia needed to break explicitly all chiral 
symmetries not gauged by Ĉ . ia dynamically broken to a subgroup con
taining at a mass scale m̂  = 100 TeV. (We need cot speculate hers
on the origin of the breakdown)'*'**

All fermions arc in at most four irreducible representations of <?g-* 
la th* effective gauge tlseory v̂ tich describes physics below 100 TeV, each
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of these representations transforms reducibly under x if va neglect
the broken sideways interactions and the weak Interactions, the x ĝ - 
in̂ arisot effective Hamiltonian 3̂  respects a global (chiral) flavor-symmetry 
group Ĉ . Cy is a subgroup of Ĉ .

When hypcrcolor and color become strong, ia dynamically broken to a 
astbgroup . Many Goldstone bosons result. Three of these are eaten by the 
weak W" and bosons.*̂  The rectaining Coldstotse bosons acquire mass frost 
the chiral symmetry breaking perturbation K* generated by the weak and side
ways interactions.

The ground state of is highly degenerate; tlte vacua are parametrized 
by the cosct space Ĝ /Ŝ . The perturbation K* lifts the degeneracy and 
picka out the true chiral-perturbative vacuum, the limit of the.ground state 
of 3Q + zK* as E^0. As Dashen* explained, vc can identify the correct vacuum 
by minimizing an effective potential which, in lowest order perturbation the-

** v(g) - <o;u-'(g)^u(g)(o>. (i)

Here g 6 Ĉ . H(g) represents in the Hilbert space of states, and ]&> is the 
Ŝ —invariant vacuum. In the calculations described below, it is convenient 
to regard the symmetry group of the vpcuum as fixed. Then, froa among all 
Ĉ -equivalent perturbations K*(g) - U"̂ (g)K*C(g), we choose that one wbich 
minimizes the energy of the Ŝ -invariant vacuum )0>.

Kow tve see how spontaneous CP violation can arise naturally. We assume 
that the fenaion representation coittcnt under Cg ia such that all Cg vacuum 
angles* can be simultaneously rotated to zero, and hence are unobservab!o.
In particular, Cg might be simple." We further assume that the breaking of 
<7g does not introduce CP violation, so that the effective K3"ge theory below 
100 TeV is cr-inv̂ triant.̂ '" Thus the vacum and the perturbation K* are 
CP-invariant, and the effective potential is CP-aymmetric. However, the
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energy might be minimized by * CP-viola ting 3C*(g): then V(g) has a degenerate 
stiniaaas, and CP ia spontaneously brokm. ** The minimum of V(g). and whether 
spontaneous CP violation occurs. is determined oncc the pattern of and 
breaking is known.

The approximate flavor group is determined by the representa
tion content of the femion*. Ve will asame that All nontrivial rcpre?cnta- 
tioM of Cg x Ĉ. are complex, that the color and hyperco!or interaction are 
vectorial, and t!mt the maximal isospin ia left unbroken when hypercolor and 
color get strong. (These aasnmptions ensure that breaks down to U(1), 
aad that tbc relation * ccsÔ  ia satisfied.̂ ) Then the fcrmions may be
denoted 1*̂ ,̂ The index p Identifier the irreducible representation
3^^ according to whtth transforms tmJcr <7̂ x <7̂ . The gauge group ̂  x

acta on the index i. The index r (r**l,2,...,n̂ ) labels the various fla
vor# of fermions which transform as the representation .

Tbe flavor group is
C. - n{SV(n ) x SU(n ) x û (t)] x 0(1)'. , (2)i p P P V A

which break# down to S. - H[SU(n ) x Û (l)}. Under C,, the fermionn trâ s- t p p v t
form aa

*Lr "r'r L̂r' "str "r'r R̂r

where and are unitary n x n matrices. If S in the diagonalp P f
s-̂ )group with M̂* *Ŵ , then the eltrmcttts of Ĉ /Ŝ  can be labeled by a act of 
usitmy ̂ trices

Each representation 3)^ of x has a hypercolor and color anomaly
given by , :

3" -T"5* tr r y + ̂  tr P„ F- (4)

where T^ (1̂ ) is the trace of the square of the hypercolor (color) generators2 P *

in the representation 3/*̂ . (We have assumed that la simple.) All linear
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combinations of the 'a with vanishing hypercolor and color anootalien gen
erate Û (l) sywetries which are included in Ĉ . Because contains only 
anomaly-free Û (l) factors, the 'a satisfy the constraint

Stdet - n[det . i . (5)
P o

The weak interactions play a secondary role in determining the *ial- 
— of the effective potential;** we need consider only the broken sideways 
interactions. Me integrate out the maSsivc sideways gauge bosons to obtain 
a <?g * <y„ x ̂ -invariant effective LagranRian. T!'e leading Ĉ -brcaking term? 
in the effective Lagrangian nr<- four-furmlon operators. Higher ditâ nsIon 
operators are suppressed by additional powers of *g*- We simplify the dis
cussion by assuming that SU(2)̂  coaaatttes with <7g, so th5t there is an exact 
global U(l) symmetry vhich distinguishes weak doublets fro* weak singlet*. 
After Fier.: rearrangements, the Host general four-fermion operator invariant 
under C^xC^x and the global U(l) which contributes to the effective 
potential has the fora**

-K* -  r " ° ' *  t * * * ' *  .  ( 6 )rr'ss' *Lri R̂r'j ^Rsk^Ls't ̂ ijkt *  ̂'

Here the arc 6., x ̂ --invariant tensora,indexed by a, and , -ijkt H C * rr*a
O(nĴ ) is a ^-invariant tensor which can he calculated to arbitrary order 
in the sideways coupling ĝ . To lowest order in ĝ , X* * -1̂,<
where }jg is the massive sideways gauge boson mass matrix, -ind the are
the left (riRht)-handed broken sideways currents. This interaction can be 
Fleri-transformcd into the form of Eq. (6).

To compute the effective potential, we note that the Ŝ -invariant vacmBK 
jC> has the property ^  ̂ rr'̂ ij Ŝ -inv̂ ri'
ance implies that ^

<3'VLri ^Rr'j *Ls'* 'ijk^'^ ^ \ r '  ^ ^ * r * ' V .  ' (7)
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Thm aacond term on tha right-hand aide of Eq. (7) ia 3̂ -inv#riant. Hence, 
tha leading term in tha effective potent ini ia

V(V) ̂  A^'* r^*„. W^? + coMtaat. (S)

Hermit ictty and CP invariance of the effective Hamiltonian requir*
cp invariance of the vacusss !0> impliea A^'* rc ss a sr'r rr as '

* . Therefore, V(W) * V(M*). In general, we expect that for so*e
rang# of sideways gauge boaon masses, the minimum of V(W) occur# for W com
plex, W ̂  V*. Then the minimtn 1 a degenerate, and CP is spontaneously broken.

Kow we minimize V(W) to determine the correct chiral perturbation 3(.*(W). 
V(W) ia stationary Subject to the cmstraint in Eq. (5) if*'

^,(p ) -  M ^^ )A ^  - Tjj + V<. T ^  , (9)

C-here - V^OV/W^?^) Here and v„Tr m  rm r tsssr rm ss H C
Lagrange multipliers. (Caking the trace of both sides of Eq. (9) and sunmtng 
on p we obtain a relation between end v̂.. If <7̂ la simple, then

If we include contribution# from higher dimension operators to ?(M), the 
condition for ̂  extreme of V(M) is still of the form given in Eq. (9), but 
vith * modified matrix . For quarks, this ma;rix differs from the
"corrent-=tlgebra* quark masa matrix by approximately one part in 10*. This 
relation holds bccause the masa m̂. - 300 McV at fhicb color becomcs strong is 
stull compared to the mass *g- 1 TeV at which hypercolor becomes strong.

Physics below m^-1 TeV can be described by an effective theory involv
ing only quarks, leptons, gluons, oiectrowt-ak bosons, and pseudo-Coldatone 
bostons. This effective Lagrangian is obtained by integrating out hypcrgluons 
and hyperfermions. as veil as massive sideways bosons. Me must also sum up 
all hard (order m̂ ) gluon exchanges. A scrim of Ĉ -invariant operators is 
generated. The operators which t̂ mtribute to the effective potential are

*r'r ̂ Lr ̂ Rr" r̂'r ̂  ^  ̂ r' r̂r'sa' %  ŝ **a"
dimension operators. (Some operators can be eliminated by the equations
of motion.) Use coefficients A, B, C depend on the hyparfarmion W^^'a.
A is the quark mass matrix; it contributes 2A**R*Tr(W^A) to V(W). Rela
tive to this term, the contribution from four-quark operatora ia suppressed 
by ' - 10'" . The operator q̂  A** q̂  is generated by graph#
involving one !iard-gluon exchange;" its contribution ia suppressed by 
[â (m̂ )/2t2 ' 10"*- Hence, the part of V(M) involving i,
2A**ReTrŴ Â(l+0(10"')) and therefore - Ŵ Â(1+0(10"*)).

Equation (9) is solved by several stts of unitary matrices M- 
From all solutions, we choose the one (or ones) which minimizes V(W). The W 
which minimizes the effective potential will satisfy one of three condition#:
(i) W * M*. In this casê  CP is not spontaneously broken, and no CP viola-

!tion occurs at all.
(ii) M ̂  Vg ̂  0. In this case, strong CP violation occurs. The effective 
Hamiltonian contains the CP-violating term i(v^A^)qiY^q; a current algebra 
calculation* of the neutron elcctric dipole moment yields
0̂  - 4 x 10"^ (v̂ ./m̂ Â )e cm , where m̂  - 5 HeV is the up quark mass. The natural 
scale of v̂ /Â  is of order so we expect =* 10*" e cm, which exceeds the 
experimental bound"'*̂ by a factor of 10̂ .
(ill) v^*0. In this ĉ se, CP in spontaneously broken, but therm
la no large contribution to D̂ . Ihe cot-ffiricnts B and C have phase* of 
order one, but since is hcrmttian, W ^ A  is hcrmitian up to corrections
of order 10"*. The antihermitian part of the quark mass matrix contributes 
of order 10**̂ ectn to D̂ . A simtlur contribution comes from the operator
- ti\? tiVS. , where F is the photon field. Its coefficient ia expected to**pv K
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have # phase of order one ̂ d a magnitude {ttg(mg)/2*)("̂ /"g)* ̂  10*^
The Lagrange multiplier v̂  vanishes if the minimoo of the effective potential 
r**aia* * â ationary point when wc remove the constraint that Û (l) rotations 
with * color anomaly are not allowed.

Ia any given model, the dynamics determine* which possibility is real
ised. Only model* of type (lit) can have CP viol&ting Interaction* consist
ent with experiment*

In perturbation theory about the troe chiral vacuum, Use W^^'s appear 
explicitly in the weak and sideways current*. Minimizing the effective poten
tial determine* (up to possible discrete degeneracies), but
doe* not determine and separately. For quarts, we define
aad by demanding that the mass matrix V^^A be diagonal. The quark
matrices commute with electric charg*: there arc unitary matrices
M̂ *̂ , for up and down quarks. The Kobayashi-Maskawâ  mixing matrix is
K̂ Ŵ *. If it contains phases which cannot be removed by redefining the phase* tt o
of the qt.ark fields, then the weak interactions violate CP.

Mixing matrices appear in the broken sideways currents also. Typically, 
phase* in thi-se matrices cannot be absorbed by redefining fields, bocause 
both left-handed and right-handed tensions transform nontrivially under <7̂. 
Sideways gauge boson* can couple to flavor-changing neutral currents. If the 
operator Cbdsd occurs ia the effective interaction, ImC must be suppressed.
If C is ccstparablc to the coefficient of the term which generates the down 
quark mjss, ***̂ *and argC-O(l), this operator induces a CP-violating part of 
X*E*mixing which is larger by 10* than what is observed.

Ihc effective Lagrangian be)ow 1 TeV contains pseudo-GoIdstone bosons 
whose couplings to fcrmions can be CP-violating. Exchange of these bosons 
can generate milliweak CP violation.̂
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Spontaneous CP violation typically Joes not occur if the sideways inter
action is vectorial. ° But the sideways interaction must be nonvectorial to 
generate realistic quark masses. ****"A toy model in which spontaneous CP 
violation does occur has Cg*SU(9) xst!(9) and <7̂ *SU(3). SU(3) is embedded
in the diagonal 51-(9) such that the 9 transforms as 3+3 + 3. The fermioa* 
are in the representation (H9)^ + (9.1)̂ . (Anomalies can be canceled with** 
out changing the results.) The flavor group is C^*SU(3)*SU(3). lf,V(l)) 
is calculated to lowest order in ĝ . it is minimized by a complex matrix 
for a natural range of sideways gauge boson masses. The broken sideways 
interactions violate CP, but the Lagrange muitiplier vanishes.

We ttave proposed a natural mechanism for generating CP violation in a 
gauge theory without elementary scalar fields or fcrmlon bare masses. Al
though the strung CP problem is not automatically solved, strong CP violation 
may be avoided in particular sudds. Howcvtr.CP violation in the broken side 
ways iatt'ractions is unavoidable, if weak CP violation occurs at all. Hcw:e, 
if the electric dipole moment of the neutron is not discovered soon,** the 
general approach to CP violation yhich we advocate in this paper will become 
untenable.
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